Dark Avenger Walkthrough						by Wyrin

The philosophy behind Dark Avenger is to provide a story-driven adventure, where the focus is more in interactions between people, and to steer away from humanoids in caves or rats in warehouses. Not that I think there’s anything wrong with that, but it wasn’t my goal here. I wanted it more to feel like a story about the growth of a hero/villain, rather than the standard adventurer that starts out skinning rats in someone’s basement. A story the player could shape and unfold around his PC.

Dark Avenger is designed for a PC of any gender/race/class with an ECL of 4. PCs with less than 6000 XP will be levelled up at the start of the game. Equipment will be stripped, but can be reacquired at the end of the introduction – up to the player how much is used.

It is heavily story driven, an involved many interactions and conversations with others of the playable races. It is dialogue heavy, and there are several opportunities to use skills and/or stats within these. When designing a PC to play the game there are several factors to take into consideration
	As part of the plot, the PC is given Martial and Exotic Weapon Proficiency at the start of the game – this will become clear

There are currently 5 companions available in the opening stages of the game. Any/all of these can be taken. One companion cannot be removed from the party, and is a melee tank that will benefit casters/archers. Companion level packages can be altered – talk to companions before levelling them up. Companions are swayed by your actions, although this has little impact in Chapter 1.
	Magic is not particularly abundant. Low level magical items are easier to find, but not available very freely. Items like Full Plate mail are also harder to find.
	Rangers – when choosing favoured enemies, many of the creatures you face will be the playable races. Whilst there will be several traditional ‘monsters’ to combat, there will be fewer than might be expected in traditional D&D, and so you might want to adjust your choices accordingly.
Crafting will be implemented, but not necessarily readily available at all stages of the game
	General tips – do not click through dialogue too quickly, as it may cause some cutscene errors. Sort the Journal by Priority to help give clues to the order to tackle the quests if you need guidance. I’ve done my best to ensure all cutscenes fire correctly – after key battles, there will often be dialogue, which might not fire correctly if you are controlling the PC too much, so try to avoid looting as soon as a combat finishes.
SAVE OFTEN. 
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Installation notes
THIS IS MEANT TO BE PLAYED AS A CAMPAIGN. The Dark Avenger folder should be placed in the Campaigns directory in the Neverwinter Nights 2 folder in My Documents, and the large mod file(s) should go in the modules directory. Start the game as a New Campaign.


Version History
19/7/07 – updated for spelling mistakes. PC given gold after introduction to enable some dialogue options. NPC variables altered so should use magic more often in combat.
21/7/07 – journal added, villagers added. Cutscenes tweaked and back-up actions included. Some grass/vegetation thinned to improve performance.
4/8/07 – Lots of spelling/gender token errors corrected. Contessa conversations altered to reflect possibility of killing Barrington before meeting her. Vengeance script altered so alignment shift doesn’t fire on simply equipping the sword. Included autosave after intro, and just prior to final fight. Final fight made slightly easier (less enemies). Backup in case epilogue doesn’t fire – if it doesn’t happen after killing the final boss, it will now happen when you acquire the map from his chest after the battle. Barrow wight encounter – party should now be restored even if conversation doesn’t fire.
18/8/07 – Fixed bug where Pyretta would repeatedly give the PC reward for offering help. Added blank scrolls to the store in the inn for wizards/scribe scroll feats. Tweaks to several of the combats to aid balance (inn and temple elementals).
20/8/07 – Further tweaking to  combats – Treeblight should be easier, and various tweaks to the bandit encounter to increase variety and challenge. Debug tree stump included for those having trouble with the Marut cutscene and Gork entering the party – only use if these do not fire correctly, and it will attempt to restart the conversation
6/9/07 – LOTS of spellchecking. Companion Briars level increased to 2nd. Some tweaks to the stores
14/10/07 – Companion cosmetic tweaks to bring in line with MotB added functionality – BlackDeath is now an actual horse! Some area cosmetic tweaks
28/10/07 – New resting system added. Debug included in introductory cutscene.
02/01/08 – Foraging system included – uses combination of Craft(Alchemy) and Survival skills and allows nature types to find useful items in the wild. Will be expanded in later chapters.


Chapter 1 – From Whence ye came

Introduction – taken from the introduction to  the song ‘Dark Avenger’, this sets the scene for the module. You gain your first companion, Black Death, and a new sword.

Back to life – you rise from your grave. Discussion with Black Death about whats and whys. Meet second companion, Briars, who leads you to your former home

Former home – after some more background and setting up of the plot, you get into the game proper. Briars informs you to seek out old friends, and to investigate the bandits, who seem to have taken over the old farm. He also gives you a key to your old equipment. Intro over you can now examine

Basement – contains basic starting adventuring gear, and locked chest containing any equipment stripped from the PC on starting the module.
Vengeance – The sword given to the PC – equipping it outside combat initiates a conversation. The sword can be shaped by succumbing to it (EVIL) or bending it to your will based on EGO – currently this is factors from the three mental attributes INT/WIS/CHA and level. Early PCs will not be able to control it – a minimum of level 7 and INT+WIS+CHA>32 is required.

Raby Mere – on exiting the old house, you come to the village of Raby Mere, and have several options where to explore next. Things can be done in any order.
Camp – two guards will block the western exit from the village and entrance to the military camp. Dialogue skills can uncover some information. This becomes more important in Chapter 3
Seven Stars Inn – run by former friend Rosetta. Entering this will trigger a cutscene with the militia inside – depending on who is in the party and stage of the game as to how this can run. Rosetta has a small store.
Old Farm – PC’s former home. See entry above.
Market – three merchants with ranges of different goods. Central merchant Midas Touch – after examining his store, a cutscene will fire with two guards harassing the merchant. Another member of the militia will interrupt.
New Farm – entering this, the PC will be stopped by a worker, who will not allow entry without a fight (Diplomacy (if the PC has gold) and Bluff can avoid this). Upstairs, an imp views the party and then runs away. A cutscene will fire as the PC eavesdrops outside the main bedroom door. Entering the bedroom, PC is confronted by Contessa Mignet and Treeblight. They will reveal some information but attack when questioned too far. Contessa will plead for her life after they are defeated, and offer to join the party.
Miller – home of former friend Kobin, the butler will have to be bribed/fought/negotiated to get entry. Kobin can be confronted upstairs, and will reveal his part in the PCs murder.
Graves – using the gravestone initiates a small conversation for roleplay/backstory
Temple – entering here will trigger a cutscene with former friend Seich Towermast who will panic and summon elementals to attackthe party. Seich flees to the basement where he can be confronted; he will then either join the party or escort the party to the exit. Returning upstairs, militia that are intimidating Seich will attack – Seich realises his time in the village is short, and asks to join the party.
Village houses – these contain various encounters, from villagers, to guard dogs, to a hidden cult in a cellar – known issue: the game will hang on entering the cellar to approach the cult – leave it for ~20 seconds and it should start a conversation. The cult quest will involve visiting another of the houses to confront a grieving woman, if the evil path is chosen.
Warehouse – a smuggling operation can be overheard in progress in here

Exits from this area are to the North (based on information that the bandits that burnt the home are in the northern mountains) or East, along a dirt trail, to the Wilderness

Wilderness – this area was built in the style of a BG1 wilderness, to be roamed around, but with only some non-critical encounters in it. The area doesn’t have to be entered at all. There are several wolves roaming about the wooded parts
Bears – a bear caves lies to the north. The dire bear may prove tricky for lower level or smaller parties
Barrow wights – three undead prowl these ancient burial mounds. They will attack – beware level drain attacks – on defeating the wights, a cutscene will fire to reward the PC (also all level drain should be healed)
Northern Trade Route – on taking the northern road from the village, the party will take a grassy road between some trees.
A merchant called Mugulio can be met there. On travelling further, a cutscene will fire to introduce two Marut constructs who will judge and attack the party. Once defeated, another cutscene will fire, to introduce Gork, a goblin who will request to join the PC as a companion.
Travelling further north the party will reach the mountains. A Cutscene will fire with some bandits, and Contessa will betray and be betrayed – a fight with the bandits is unavoidable, but with conversation skills, the party can be advanced to the barricade, to give them a slight advantage. The barricade must be bashed to progress. Fighting across the mountain is intentionally difficult and is in three dimensions – beware arrows from above.
	A Bandit supply cave can be a good point to restock and avoid the mob of bandits outside. A bandit quartermaster and healers are within.
	The Bandit hideout is in the hidden valley. Fight your way upstairs and you will encounter Barrington, the leader of the bandits, and Croaker, a mysterious villain form your past. Defeat them all and the epilogue should fire.

